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 English 531   Feminist Theory and Women Writers 
 
Spring 2010 
Mary Ellis Gibson 
Office: 3115 MMHRA, phone (cell only, email preferred) 336 707 3248 
Office hours: Tuesday 3:30-4:30, Thursday 12-1 and by appointment on Wednesdays 
Email:  megibson@uncg.edu 
 
 
This course meets the following goals as specified by the English Department and by the 
Women’s and Gender Studies Program.  The departmental and program goals met by the 
course for both undergraduates and graduates are as follows: 

 demonstrate an understanding of research methodology needed for critical study 
of literature and of gender 

 acquire a familiarity with literary theory and theory of language to inform critical 
study of literature 

 demonstrate knowledge of British and / or American literature and the critical 
discourse about texts under consideration 

 as appropriate for graduate students, demonstrate professional development 
 demonstrate knowledge of the ways women’s lives have been effected by social 

institutions 
 conduct research by reading, thinking and writing critically and reflectively 
 investigate the history of ideas about gender and feminist theory 
 demonstrate understandings of gender with critical awareness of interrelationships 

of race, ethnicity, class, sexual orientation, nationality and religion. 
In addition to these broad general goals, this course has its own focus. English 531 is 
designed as an introduction to various strands of contemporary feminist and gender 
theory, particularly as they impinge on questions of art, society, body and psyche.  In 
order to trace these connections, which are always dependent on history and location, we 
will focus on both literary and critical texts.  You will be able to pursue your own 
interests in the context of these issues through independent research projects. 
 
Readings:   
 
Jan. 20 Introduction: Feminist Theory, Literary and Cultural Study, and 

Canonicity, Criticisms, Feminisms 
 
Jan. 27  Canons 

Feminisms, essays on canons pp. 76-163; Livingston, “Glocal 
 Knowledges” (pdf on Blackboard) 
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 Jan. 28, Thursday, 4 p.m. Multicultural Resource Center: WC at  
  the Lunch Counter: The Woman’s College and the Beginnings of  
  the Civil Rights Movement 

 
 Feb. 1 March to Woolworth to join the opening of the Civil 
 Rights Museum. 11:30 a.m. Meet in front of Guilford Dorm 
 

Feb. 2  Class and race (ethnicity?) 
  In Feminisms, Newton, “Power and the Ideology of ‘Woman’s Sphere’” 
  Armstrong, “Some Call it Fiction: On the Politics of Domesticity” 
  Spillers, “Mama’s Baby, Papa’s Maybe” 
  Frances Harper, selected poems       
   http://rpo.library.utoronto.ca/poet/344.html 
                                    http://www.dromo.info/harperf.htm 
  “Class and Race in the Early Women’s Rights Campaign” (Blackboard  
   pdf) 
  “Declaration of Sentiments” from Seneca Falls (Blackboard pdf) 
  Read as much as you like in Civil Rights Greensboro at    

  http://library.uncg.edu/dp/crg/  
  
Feb. 9 Morrison, selections from Playing in the Dark (Blackboard pdf) 
  In Feminisms, Gunn Allen, “Kochinnenako in Academe,” 746  
  Gloria Anzaldua, “La consciencia de la mestiza,” 765 
   
 
Feb. 16 Browning, Aurora Leigh   
 
Feb. 23 Looking: Body, Eros, Identity 
  In Feminisms, Elizabeth Meese, “When Virginia Looked at Vita” 
   Joseph Litvak, “Pedagogy and Sexuality” 
   Helene Cixous, “The Laugh of the Medusa” 
  Audre Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic” In Writing on the Body (pdf on   
  Blackboard) 
   
Mar. 2  Psychoanalysis and Feminism 
  All readings on Blackboard 

Lacan and Freud, from The Women and Language Debate, 20-44 
  Jacqueline Rose, 27-58 from Feminine Sexuality 
 
Mar. 9  Spring Break 
 
Mar. 16 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One 
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Mar. 23 Post your prospectus to Blackboard under the appropriate discussion  
  forum heading: reply to at least two of your colleagues’ prospectuses.  
  No class. Please attend one of the following:  
  
   Wednesday, March 24, 7 p.m., EUC Auditorium Anne Garrells,  
   “From the Frontlines: Global Reports from an NPR Correspondent 
   Thursday, March 25: Harriett Elliott Symposium featuring   
   Chancellor Linda Brady, Kim Blankenship and Linda Burton, titles 
    tba, 9-12, Virginia Dare Room, Alumni House 
 
Mar. 30 Judith Butler, Undoing Gender 

 
Apr. 6  Gayatri Spivak, selections from The Spivak Reader  
 
Apr. 13 Paper workshop. Toru Dutt, Ancient Ballads and Legends of Hindustan 
 
Apr. 20 Blackboard posts due; Charlotte Bronte, Villette 
 
April 27 Final class: dinner at my house 

informal presentations of research/writing projects 
  Seminar paper due 
 
 
Requirements: 
1.  Integrity. All students shall abide by the Academic Integrity Policy available in the 
student handbook and online at studentconduct.uncg.edu/policy/academicintegrity. The 
integrity policy is inclusive of but not limited to the policy on plagiarism, with which you 
should be familiar. If you have any questions about citations consult first the MLA 
handbook available online through Jackson Library; if these guidelines are not sufficient, 
I will be happy to help you with citation issues. 
 
Standards for grading are those described in the Graduate Bulletin (or for undergraduate 
students in the Undergraduate Bulletin). 
 
2.  Attendance and participation. Your active participation is crucial.  To this end, 
obviously, you should purchase books. Without them, you will find it difficult to 
participate in class. We need to talk together, read together, disagree and agree in order to 
think through challenging material.  And to have fun.  To that end, coming to class 
prepared, and preferably after having posted to Blackboard, will make discussion much 
more lively. After one absence, further absences or leaving class early (or coming late) 
without a significant medical excuse or family emergency will result in a reduction of 
your final average by at least 3 points per absence. (15%) 
 
2.  Blackboard discussion forum.  This should be a minimum of 300 words per week (10 
weeks of the semester, you choose which) and should contain your thoughtful responses 
to the reading and/or to class discussion.  Don’t try to summarize everything or respond 
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to all the reading.  Select the issues that are salient for you and think about them with 
close reference to the texts you think are most meaningful to you. It is anticipated that 
posts by graduate students will demonstrate a willingness to grapple in some detail with 
even the most difficult texts and will therefore be somewhat longer than those of some 
undergraduate students, who may have less background in literary theory and criticism. 
However, this is only a general rule, as many undergraduates who elect this course are 
quite as well prepared as graduate students.  
 
A weekly discussion forum will be opened. Each student is expected to make significant 
posts in 10 different weeks of the semester. Please try to post before Tuesday at 5 p.m. as 
many students work or have other classes. If many of us can read posts before class it will 
immeasurably enrich our discussion. On occasion, however, you may want to post after 
class discussion to reflect on what has come before. (35%) 
 
3.  Major research paper or an alternative writing project developed in response to 
course readings (about 15 pages for graduate students and 10-12 page for undergrads—
length will vary by complexity of topic).  I will discuss this in class at some length.  A 
prospectus for the paper is due posted to the Blackboard discussion forum on March 23; 
you should at the same time turn in a hard copy to my mailbox in MMHRA.  The 
prospectus should indicate as well as you can the shape / scope of the argument of the 
paper and the questions being addressed and should include a preliminary annotated 
bibliography of about 7-10 sources.  
 
I am happy to talk with you about your paper, help you think through its problems, point 
you in research directions or to colleagues who can help you.  As always, I’m happy to 
consult with advanced students about potential for articles coming out of papers; 
undergrads and MA students, though, should feel no pressure in this direction.  And 
advanced students should remember that exploration is as important as publishing (to the 
spirit if not to the vita directly). (35%, including credit for prospectus) 
 
4. Informal presentation of extra curricular conference, lecture, arts event participation. 
For this presentation you will post once or twice to the blackboard blog (5%).    
 
5. Individual discussion leader/presentation. Each person is asked to make a presentation 
of no more than 8-10 minutes. In this presentation, you will choose one of the authors 
whose work we are discussing, do some library searching, locate three interesting critical 
articles about the theorist / author at hand. In class you should summarize what you think 
are the most important points of debate about your subject. You will provide a handout 
consisting of an annotated bibliography of these sources and three or four others. Finally, 
your presentation should end with one or more provocative questions relating the articles 
you have analyzed to our reading for the day.  Your questions will provide an opening for 
our discussion. (10%) 
 
The percentages for the grade listed above represent the way I will evaluate your work 
statistically.  As part of the participation grade I will also give you credit for growth in 
understanding of the materials over time. If this is your first seminar paper, I will be 
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happy to work with you by reading a draft and commenting on it.  Drafts are due two 
weeks ahead of final deadline. I will comment on Blackboard posts as we go, both on 
Blackboard and in class. Please let me know if you want formal written comment on 
posts—you can always print your post out and hand it to me in class with a note on it 
indicating you’d like feedback. 
 
 
Texts: 
 
Warhol, et. al., eds., Feminisms 
Judith Butler, Bodies that Matter 
Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark (pdf on Blackboard) 
Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which is Not One 
Gayatri Sprivak, The Spivak Reader 
Charlotte Bronte, Villette 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Aurora Leigh 
Other texts (as indicated) available on Blackboard 


